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a b s t r a c t

Deoxynivalenol (DON) is a mycotoxin affecting animals and plants. This toxin synthesized by Fusarium

culmorum and Fusarium graminearum is currently believed to play a decisive role in the fungal phytopatho

genesis as a virulence factor. Using cultured cells of Nicotiana tabacum BY2, we showed that DONinduced

programmed cell death (PCD) could require transcription and translation processes, in contrast to what

was observed in animal cells. DON could induce different crosslinked pathways involving (i) reactive

oxygen species (ROS) generation linked, at least partly, to a mitochondrial dysfunction and a transcrip

tional downregulation of the alternative oxidase (Aox1) gene and (ii) regulation of ion channel activities

participating in cell shrinkage, to achieve PCD.

1. Introduction

Phytopathogenic Fusarium culmorum and Fusarium gramin

earum synthesize various mycotoxins in planta, including Btype
sesquiterpene epoxide trichothecene, deoxynivalenol (DON). This
toxin acts as a virulence factor by increasing the aggressiveness and
symptoms of disease [1,2] and is also toxic to animals [3].

In animal cells, DON alters basic metabolic cell processes, includ
ing an inhibition of nucleic acid and protein synthesis by a binding
to the ribosomal peptidyltransferase [3,4]. DON also induces a
variety of events leading to apoptosis, such as nuclear DNA
fragmentation, membrane structure and integrity disturbance,
generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reduction of mito
chondrial transmembrane potential (1 m) [3,5,6]. Trichothecenes
have effectively been shown to target mitochondria, where
they can inhibit mitochondrial protein synthesis and increasing
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mitochondrial ROS levels [7]. In plant cells, responses to DON
include alteration of cell membrane structure [8], inhibition of
some enzymatic activities linked to mitochondrial functions [9],
overproduction of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and PCD [10]. How
ever, low concentrations of DON have recently been shown to
inhibit the PCD induced by abiotic stress in Arabidopsis cell cul
tures [11]. The DON level during the infection process seems to
depend on the pathogen trophic stage and participates in a sophis
ticated strategy to circumvent and hijack the plant’s defence system
[12]. Low concentrations of DON can inhibit host cell PCD during
the early biotrophic phase of infection, whereas higher DON con
centrations participate in the second necrotrophic phase [11–13].
Desmond et al. [10] provided evidence that DON may not only
induce inhibition of protein synthesis activity. The authors demon
strated induction of a suite of defence gene transcripts and proteins
in wheat seedlings. Through a priming experiment that enhanced
plant defence against F. graminearum in wheat, DON production
has also been shown to be boosted [14]. Thus, the effects of DON
appear to be complex and the mechanism of toxicity remains poorly
understood in plant. The intention in the present study was to fur
ther elucidate early cellular and molecular mechanisms induced in
BY2 cells in response to a high level of DON and examine their



contribution to plant cell death. We found that, in addition to
ROS generation and mitochondrial dysfunction, DONinduced PCD
requires regulation of ion channels participating in cell shrinkage
as observed for other fungiderived toxins such as cryptogein or
oxalic acid [15,16].

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Plant cell culture conditions

Nicotiana tabacum BY2 cell suspensions were grown in
Murashige and Skoog medium (MS medium) at pH 5.8 [17]. They
were maintained at 22 ± 2 ◦C in darkness with continuous shak
ing at 120 rpm. Cell suspensions were subcultured weekly using
a 1:40 dilution. All experiments were performed at 22 ± 2 ◦C using
logphase cells (6–7 days after subculture).

2.2. Cell protoplast preparation

BY2protoplasts were isolated from suspension cultures. Two
millilitre of cell suspension was used. After cell selfsedimentation
(5 min), the supernatant was removed and replaced by 1 ml of fresh
MS medium containing 0.02 g cellulysin, 0.01 g macerase and 0.6 M
sorbitol. The digestion was carried out under shaking at 120 rpm
−22 ◦C for 60 min. After incubation, protoplasts were collected by
centrifugation at 200 rpm for 3 min and resuspended in 1 ml of MS
medium containing 0.3 M sorbitol to liberate protoplast, then cen
trifuged again under the same conditions. Finally, the supernatant
was removed and the remaining protoplasts were resuspended in
5 ml of fresh MS medium.

2.3. Evaluation of protoplasts volume

To determine whether DON induced a modification of protoplast
volume, BY2 protoplasts exposed to DON were photographed at
15 min intervals for 3 h. The images obtained were then subjected
to quantitative evaluation of the area of the protoplasts, which gave
an estimation of their whole volume, on the basis of signal intensity
analysis using Image J software. The area was expressed as a relative
percentage (%) of the original protoplast area (at t = 0) in order to
normalize the diversity of cell protoplast size (ranging from 20 to
100 mm).

2.4. Cell viability assay

Cell viability was assessed using the fluorescein diacetate
(FDA) spectrofluorimetric method [18]. After the appropriate DON
treatment, 1 ml of cell suspension (0.05 g FW) was gently stirred
with a magnetic stirrer before FDA was added at a final concen
tration of 12 mM. The fluorescence increase was monitored over
120 s using an F2000 spectrofluorimeter (Hitachi, Japan). The slope
obtained corresponded to the esterase activity. The results are pre
sented as the percentage of cell death = slope of treated cells/slope
of control cells × 100. Control cells were cells added with a water
volume equivalent to that of the DON treatment. The time course
of death for control cells was evaluated by comparing the slopes
obtained with control cells at each considered time with the slope
for control cells at t = 0. The experiment was repeated at least 3
times for each condition.

Cell and protoplast viability was also checked using the vital
dyes Evans blue (EB) or neutral red (NR) after DON treatment for
different time periods with or without the appropriate pharma
cological effectors. Cells (50 ml) were incubated for 5 min in 1 ml
phosphate buffer pH 7 supplemented with EB or NR at a final con
centration of 0.005% or 0.01%, respectively. Cells that accumulated
EB or did not accumulate NR were considered dead. At least 500

cells were observed and counted under a light microscope for each
treatment and the experiments were repeated at least 3 times for
each condition.

2.5. Measurement of reactive oxygen species production

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) release in the medium was quan
tified by measuring the chemiluminescence of luminol reacting
with ROS [17]. Briefly, 10 ml of the N. tabacum BY2 cell suspen
sion was inoculated with 50 mg ml−1 of DON alone or with the
appropriate chemical effectors. Before measurements were made,
5 ml luminol (1.1 mM) was added to each 200 ml of cell suspen
sion (0.05 g FW ml−1). Chemiluminescence was monitored every
30 min using a FB12Berthold luminometer (signal integrating time
of 0.2 s). The measurement was repeated at least 3 times for each
condition.

2.6. Aequorin luminescence measurements

Cytoplasmic Ca2+ variations were recorded from BY2 cell
suspensions expressing the apoaequorin gene [19]. For calcium
measurement, aequorin was reconstituted by an overnight incu
bation of the cell suspension in MS medium supplemented with
2.5 mM native coelenterazine. Cell culture aliquots (450 ml in MS;
0.05 g FW ml−1) were carefully transferred to a luminometer glass
tube and luminescence was recorded continuously at 0.2 s inter
vals using an FB12Berthold luminometer (Berthold Technologies,
Bad Wildbad, Germany). Treatments were performed by pipette
injections of 50 ml containing the effectors. At the end of each exper
iment, residual aequorin was discharged by addition of 500 ml of a
1 M CaCl2 solution dissolved in 100% methanol. The resulting lumi
nescence was used to estimate the total amount of aequorin in
each experiment. Calibration of the calcium measurement was per
formed using the equation: pCa = 0.332588 (−log k) + 5.5593, where
k is a rate constant equal to the luminescence counts per second
divided by total remaining counts. Data were expressed as mM.

2.7. Electrophysiology

Individual cells were impaled and voltageclamped in the MS
medium (main ions 28 mM NO3

−, 16 mM K+) using an Axoclamp
2B amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA, USA) for dis
continuous single electrode voltage clamp (dSEVC) experiments
as previously described [15,20]. This allowed electrophysiological
variations in living cells with their cell wall to be determined in
nonstressing conditions. Voltage and current were digitized using
a computer fitted with a Digidata 1320A acquisition board (Axon
Instruments). The electrometer was driven by pClamp software
(pCLAMP8, Axon Instruments).

2.8. Mitochondrial membrane potential measurement

The mitochondrial membrane potential was monitored using
JC1 fluorochrome [21]. Briefly, before treatment, cells were first
stained with the mitochondrial membrane potential probe JC1
by incubating 2 ml of cell suspensions (0.05 g FW ml−1) for 15 min
(22 ◦C in the dark) with 2 mg ml−1 JC1 (3 mM). Treated cells were
then analysed using a Hitachi F2000 spectrofluorimeter. The exci
tation wavelength used was 500 nm. Fluorescence signals were
collected using a band pass filter centred at 530 and 590 nm. Then,
fluorescence ratios (high versus low) were evaluated. Valinomycin
(a drug known to affect mitochondrial membrane potential) at
1 mM was used as a positive control.



2.9. Mitochondrial swelling assay

Mitochondria were isolated from 250 mg of BY2 cells and
prepared for the assay as previously described [22]. Mitochon
drial swelling was measured by the decrease in absorbance at
540 nm [23] using a 96well plate reader (Tecan infiniteTM M200
spectrophotometer) with a signal integrating time of 67 s. The mea
surement was repeated at least 3 times for each condition.

2.10. Quantitative realtime qRTPCR analysis of Aox1 gene

expression

Sevendayold cells were treated with DON, harvested and
frozen in liquid nitrogen. Total RNA was extracted with the Tri
zol reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer protocol.
Total RNA (2 mg) was treated with DNase I (Sigma), reverse tran
scribed with Revertaid Reverse Transcriptase (Fermentas) in a
25 ml reaction volume and amplified with Mastercycler ep Realplex
(Eppendorf) using 5 ml of 50fold diluted cDNA solution. Realtime
PCRs were performed with the MaximaTM SYBR Green qPCR Master
Mix (Fermentas) and 0.23 mM of Aox1 primer (forw, CACCAAT
GATGTTGGAAACAGTG; rev, ATACCCAATTGGTGCTGGAG) [24] in a
15 ml reaction. Cycle thresholds were calculated using the Realplex
2.0 software (Eppendorf). A standard curve made with dilutions
of cDNA pools was used to calculate the reaction efficiencies and
the relative expression was calculated as indicated by Hellemans
et al. [25] with ACT, EF1a4 and UBQ5 as reference genes [20,24].
An arbitrary value of 100 was assigned to control samples for nor
malization according to Pfaffl [26].

2.11. Statistics

All data were subjected to an analysis by analysis of variance
(ANOVA). Mean separation was accomplished by the Newman and
Keuls multiple range test and significance was evaluated at the
probability level of P ≤ 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. DON induced cell death in BY2 cell suspension

Using BY2 cell suspension as model, we found that DON was
able to induce a time and dosedependent cell death (Fig. 1A).
More than 80% of cells were dead within 8 h of treatment with DON
at 10 mg ml−1. When exposed to 50 or 100 mg ml−1 DON, this cell
death level was reached after only 4 h and then levelled off to a
plateau (Fig. 1A). Cell death was accompanied by a large plasma
membrane retraction (Fig. 1B). Since, such cell shrinkage has been
reported to be a hallmark of PCD processes [27], we analysed the
shrinkage kinetic of DONexposed protoplasts. The vital staining
with NR allowed observing a fast and extensive protoplast conden
sation occurring before cell death (Fig. 1C). However, after 3 h of
DON addition, 60% of protoplasts appeared extensively retracted
(Fig. 1C and D) and dead, since NR staining disappeared (Fig. 1D). In
order to confirm whether this DONinduced cell death was due to
an active mechanism requiring active gene expression and cellular
metabolism, BY2 cell suspensions were treated with 20 mg ml−1 of
actinomycin D (AD) or rifampicin (Rif), inhibitors of RNA synthe
sis, or with 20 mg ml−1 of cycloheximide (Chx), gentamicin (Gen) or
hygromycinB (Hyg), inhibitors of protein synthesis, 15 min prior to
DON addition. All these molecules significantly reduced the DON
induced cell death (Fig. 1E). These results suggest that this cell death
could require active cell metabolism, namely gene transcription
and de novo protein synthesis.

3.2. DONinduced cell death is dependent on delayed ion channel

activations

Ion flux modulations, especially leading to cytosolic cal
cium variations, are among the earliest events recorded during
plant–microbe interactions [28]. However, treatment of BY2 cells
with DON failed to induce early cytosolic Ca2+ variations (Fig. 2A
and B). The Ca2+ channel blocker, La3+ (50–1000 mM) also failed
to reduce the DONinduced cell death (Fig. 2C), suggesting that
cytosolic Ca2+ variations are not related to DONinduced cell death.
Since we observed an important shrinkage of the DONtreated cells
and protoplasts (Fig. 1B and C), we further investigated a possi
ble regulation of anion and K+ channels in response to DON, as
these channels were already implicated in processes involving cell
shrinkage during stressinduced PCD in plants [15,16,20].

The impact of the anion channel blocker 9 anthracen carboxylic
acid (200 mM 9AC) or the K+ channel blockers tetraethylamo
nium (10 mM TEA±) and cesium (10 mM Cs+) on the extent of the
DONinduced cell death was tested. Unlike what was observed
for Ca2+, anion and K+ channel blockers were able to reduce cell
death (Fig. 3A) and protoplast shrinkage (Fig. 3B). This suggests
that K+ and anion channels were involved in the induced cell
death. When using a discontinuous single electrode voltage clamp
(dSEVC), we failed to detect significant effects of DON on ion chan
nel activities during the first minute (data not shown). We thus
examined whether the effect of the DON treatment on ion chan
nel modulation could be delayed. For this, we impaled cells and
performed dSEVC recordings at different times after DON applica
tion and compared the data recorded with those of nontreated
cells (Fig. 3C). In DONtreated cells, a depolarized membrane
potential (Vm) of −11.7 ± 2.5 mV (n = 3), compared to the control
cells (Vm = −18.6 ± 1.6 mV, n = 9), was recorded 2 h after treatment
(Fig. 3D). In MS medium, the main ions are 16 mM K+ and 28 mM
NO3

−. In these conditions, the equilibrium potential estimated for
K+, EK is about −46 mV ([K+]out = 16 mM with [K+]in estimated at
100 mM). The equilibrium potential estimated for NO3

− is about
−25 mV ([NO3

−]out = 28 mM with [NO3
−]in estimated at 5 mM). As

previously observed with cultured tobacco cells [15] and cultured A.

thaliana cells [20], the occurrence of anion currents in most of the
cells in their culture medium explained their mean polarization,
around −20 mV, recorded in control and nonstressing conditions.
However, the observed depolarization was correlated with an
increase in ion current to −2.05 ± 0.2 nA (after 6 s for a pulse of
−200 mV, n = 3), from a mean control value of −1.20 ± 0.2 nA (n = 9)
(Fig. 3E). The DONinduced currents presented the features of slow
anion channel currents [29], although some of the instantaneous
current may have been ensured by fast activating anion channels as
described for guard cells [30]. The DONinduced depolarization and
increase in ion currents were prevented by pretreatment of the cell
with the anion channel blocker 9AC (Fig. 3E), strongly reinforcing
the hypothesis of an anionic nature for these currents.

Three hours after the treatment, cells were hyperpolarized by
about −10 mV to −23 ± 6 mV (n = 3) when compared to the polar
ization 2 h after DON addition (Fig. 3F). The recorded currents
displayed different characteristics from those recorded 2 h after
DON treatment (Fig. 3G and Supplemental Fig. S1). These currents
were sensitive to the K+ channel blocker TEA± (Fig. 3G). They
showed a timedependent activation for positive voltages (Fig. 3G
and Supplemental Fig. S1A) and a shift of the reversal potential in
the way expected for EK

+ upon addition of 50 mM KCl (Supplemen
tal Fig. S1B). These biophysical and pharmacological hallmarks are
reminiscent of K+ outward rectifying channel (KORC) characteris
tics reported in Arabidopsis cultured cells [31], although an anion
component could remain in the whole current, explaining the mean
polarization till far from EK despite the activation of KORCs [32].
Thus, in response to DON, anion and K+ channels seemed to be



Fig. 1. DONinduced cell death in BY2 tobacco suspension culture. (A) Dose and time dependent development of DONinduced cell death in BY2 tobacco cells detected by

the FDA technique. Cell death was induced by adding to the cells suspension 10, 50, or 100 mg ml−1 of DON then incubated under checking at 0, 0.75, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 h. (B)

Light micrographs of DONtreated BY2 tobacco cells stained with Evans blue (EB). Cells were exposed to 50 mg ml−1 DON for 4 h. (C) Monitoring of DON (50 mg ml−1)induced

BY2 protoplast shrinkage. Light micrographs were taken after neutral red staining. (D) Assessment of the DONinduced decrease in protoplast volume. For volume decrease

estimation (%/original volume), microscope photographs obtained in (C) were subjected to intensity analysis of area signal using Image J software. (E) Cell death extent

detected by Evans blue technique after adding 50 mg ml−1 of DON for 4 h and effect of pretreatment with 20 mg ml−1 of actinomycin D (AD), rifampicin (Rif), cycloheximide

(Chx), gentamicin (Gen) and hygromycin (Hyg). For all experiments, cells treated with distilled water acted as control. The data measurements correspond to means ± SE of

at least 3 independent replicates. *Significantly different from the nonpretreated cells or control (P ≤ 0.05).
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successively activated in a delayed manner, leading to ion effluxes
potentially involved in cell and protoplast shrinkage (Fig. 1B
and C).

3.3. DON elicited a biphasic oxidative burst in BY2 cells

The generation of ROS by DON has been reported in various
models [3,6,7,10]. Moreover, the most DONproductive Fusaria are
those eliciting the greatest level of oxidative stress in ears of sus
ceptible wheat cultivars [33]. We thus checked for the ability of
DON to elicit ROS production and its impact on BY2 cell death.
Addition of DON (50 mg ml−1) to BY2 cells resulted in a biphasic
oxidative burst (Fig. 4A). An initial increase peaked at about 1.5 h
while a second peak was observed at about 3 h. Addition of 5 mM
Tiron (a scavenger of O2

−) or 10 mM diphenyleneiodonium chlo
ride (DPI, an inhibitor of the NADPHoxidase) significantly reduced
both DONinduced ROS releases and cell death (Fig. 4B and C). This
indicated that ROS, which were probably generated from O2

− by
superoxide dismutase and NADPH oxidase, play a central role in
the DONinduced cell death of BY2 cells.

3.4. Mitochondrial dysfunction is involved in DONinduced cell

death

Since mitochondrion is an important site for ROS production
[6,34] and mitochondrial dysfunction has been reported upon DON
treatment in various models [3,5,7,9], we checked the effects of
DON on mitochondria and their role in DONinduced cell death.
In order to discern anatomical changes, isolated mitochondria
were treated with DON. DON induced a progressive decrease in
absorbance at 540 nm during 2 h (Fig. 5A) reflecting the mitochon
drial swelling. Since the mitochondrial swelling during the cell
death processes was previously reported to be due to the forma
tion of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (PTP) [35],
the effect of cyclosporin A (CsA), a wellknown inhibitor of the
PTP, was checked on the DONinduced mitochondrial swelling. This
swelling seemed to be related to the formation of PTP since the
addition of CsA inhibited the observed swelling. We further fol
lowed, on intact cells, the mitochondrial potential (1 m), which
is known to be modified during mitochondrial swelling [35–37].
In untreated cells, the JC1 fluorescence ratio of mitochondria

displaying a high 1 m versus mitochondria presenting a low
1 m was largely >1 (Fig. 5B). This ratio decreased in a time
dependent manner upon addition of 50 mg ml−1 DON indicating
that DON induced a significant decrease of1 m in most mitochon
dria (Fig. 5B). As observed for mitochondrial swelling (Fig. 5A),
pretreatment with CsA reduced the DONinduced mitochondrial
depolarization and was able to maintain 1 m > 1 throughout all
the experiment time courses (Fig. 5B). Such pretreatment also
reduced the induced cell death by more than 50% (Fig. 5C). This
indicates that the PTP opening is involved in the DONinduced
mitochondrial dysfunction, and is a component of a pathway lead
ing to DONinduced cell death.

3.5. DON reduced Aox1 gene expression

Alternative oxidase (AOX) is an enzyme involved in the antiox
idant regulatory mechanism (alternative respiration pathway) of
the mitochondrion by transferring electrons directly from the
reduced forms of ubiquinone to O2 [38]. AOX is known to help
maintain the electron flux and to reduce ROS levels when elec
tron transport, in the cytochrome c pathway, is blocked by stress
conditions [39]. The overexpression of Aox1, a nuclear gene encod
ing AOX, has already been proved to lead to a large increase in
AOX protein and alternative pathway capacity, and also to alleviate
mitochondriadependent programmed cell death [40–42]. In view
of the ROS generation and mitochondrial dysfunction observed
in response to DON, we checked for the relative Aox1 transcript
level in response to this toxin. The DON (50 mg ml−1) significantly
reduced Aox1 transcript level within 30 min (Fig. 6). Subsequently,
the mRNA level of Aox1 increased for up to 2 h after DON addition,
then reached a level representing approximately 50% of the control
Aox1 transcript expression level (Fig. 6).

4. Discussion

Using BY2 cells we showed that DON induced drastic cell death,
which could also be observed on tobacco leaves (Supplemental Fig.
S2). This death was preceded by a large protoplast shrinkage con
sidered by some authors as a hallmark of PCD processes in both
plant and animal cells [27,43–45]. The delineation between the dif
ferent PCD types sometimes remains difficult [46]. However, upon
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2 h after addition of DON (50 mg ml−1) with or without 9AC. Mean values 2 h after addition of DON (50 mg ml−1) for anion currents (at 6 s for the voltage pulse of −200 mV).

(F) Mean values for PM potentials 3 h after addition of DON (50 mg ml−1) with or without TEA± (10 mM). (G) Timedependent outward currents measured 3 h after addition

of DON (50 mg ml−1) with or without TEA± (10 mM). Mean values 3 h after addition of DON (50 mg ml−1) for outward rectifying K+ currents (at 2.8 s for the voltage pulse

of +80 mV) with or without TEA± . For all experiments, cells treated with distilled water acted as control. The data measurements correspond to means ± SE of at least 3

independent replicates. *Significantly different from the nonpretreated cells or control (P ≤ 0.05).

DON treatment, we observed the transcription of HSR203J (Sup
plemental Fig. S3), a possible indicator of HR response [47], which
is a form of PCD. We further observed a decrease in DONinduced
cell death upon pretreatement with inhibitors of transcription (AD
and Rif) or translation (Chx, Gen and Hyg), suggesting that DON
could require active gene expression and de novo protein syn
thesis to induce cell death. The DONinduced PCD observed in
BY2 cells is in agreement with results previously described for
wheat [10] and animal cells [6,48,49]. However, in some animal
cells, the DON toxicity seems to be dependent on an inhibition
of nucleic acid and protein synthesis via the binding of DON to
the ribosomal peptidyltransferase [3,4]. These data suggest that
in plants, DON induces an active cell death which could proceed
through other mechanisms than deregulation of transcription or
translation.

Among events related to DON effects, ROS generation has been
evidenced in plant [10] and animal cells [6]. Reactive oxygen species
have been proposed as key inducers of different types of develop
mental and environmental PCD [50,51]. With BY2 cells we recorded
biphasic ROS generation, as often observed in plant–pathogen
interactions, where the second high intensity phase corresponds
to host recognition and HR response [52,53]. The impact of the
NADPHoxidase inhibitor DPI suggested that at least some of
the ROS were produced by NADPHoxidase in response to DON.
Plasma membrane NADPH oxidase, generating O2

− in the apoplast,
has been characterized in several plant species as an essen
tial ROSproducing enzyme activated during the early stages of
plant–pathogen interactions [52,54]. As expected from these data, a
significant inhibition of the DONinduced cell death was found after
the addition of DPI. However, since the O2

− scavenger tiron was



Fig. 4. DONinduced ROS production in BY2 tobacco cells. (A) H2O2 accumulation (%/control) in the medium of cells treated with DON (50 mg ml−1). Measures were taken

each 30 min for up to 6 h. (B) Percentage of variation of H2O2 accumulation (%/control) at 1.5 and 3 h, in the medium of cells treated with DON (50 mg ml−1) and effect of

pretreatment with NADPHoxidase inhibitors DPI (10 mM) or O2
− scavenger Tiron (5 mM) on H2O2 production. (C) Cell death extent detected by FDA technique after adding

50 mg ml−1 DON for 2 or 4 h and effect of pretreatment with DPI (10 mM) or Tiron (5 mM) on cell death. The control corresponds to cells treated with distilled water. The data

correspond to means ± SE of at least 3 independent replicates. *Significantly different from the nonpretreated cells or control (P ≤ 0.05).
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Fig. 5. DON induced mitochondrial dysfunctions in BY2 tobacco cells. (A) DON induced swelling in isolated BY2 mitochondrial. Data express relative variation in absorbance

(/control) recorded at 540 nm (1A540). The decrease in relative absorbance reflects the mitochondrial swelling. The control corresponds to mitochondria treated with

distilled water. Fifty micro molar of cyclosporine A (CsA) was used to check PTP sensitiveness. The data are representative of 3 independent experiments. (B) DON induced

mitochondrial membrane potential (1 m) dysfunction. The JC1 fluorescence ratio (high m versus low m) was measured each 30 min for up to 2 h after DON (50 mg ml−1)

treatment. Effect of 50 mM cyclosporine A (CsA) on DONinduced decrease of JC1 fluorescence ratio. The K+ ionophore valinomycin (Val, 1 mM) and distilled water were

used as positive and negative control, respectively. The data reflect the means ± SE of at least 4 independent experiments. (C) Effect of 50 mM CsA on cell death induced by

50 mg ml−1 DON estimated with FDA technique. The data reflect the means ± SE of at least 3 independent replicates. *Significantly different from the nonpretreated cells or

control (P ≤ 0.05).

Fig. 6. Effect of DON on alternative oxidase (Aox1) gene expression in BY2 tobacco

cells. Quantitative reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (qRTPCR) was

performed with RNA extracted 30 min, 1, 2, or 3 h after addition of DON (50 mg ml−1).

Columns with the same letters are not significantly different at P ≤ 0.05.The rela

tive expression was calculated with reference to ACT, EF1a4 and UBQ5 genes. An

arbitrary value of 100 was assigned to control samples (cells treated with distilled

water) for normalization. The data reflect the means ± SE of at least 3 independent

replicates.

more potent than DPI to decrease the DONinduced ROS levels and
cell death, the presence of other source(s) of ROS can be suspected.
Among various sources, dysfunction of mitochondria in plants, as
in animals, could induce large amounts of ROS [6,34]. Dysfunc
tion of mitochondria through PTP opening is also considered as a
major determinant in the cellular commitment to death [36,55,56].
In response to DON we recorded a timedependent swelling and
depolarization of the mitochondrion clearly indicating mitochon
drial dysfunction. This mitochondrial swelling, decrease in 1 m,
and the cell death were largely attenuated in the presence of CsA,
a blocker of PTP [36,37,57] as already observed in different envi
ronmentally and developmentally regulated cell death [5,17]. It is
noteworthy that CsA was also efficient in decreasing DONinduced
ROS generation (Supplemental Fig. S4), suggesting that ROS gener
ation effectively accompanied mitochondrial dysfunction.

An early down regulation of Aox1 transcription was also sus
pected. This DONinduced decrease in Aox1 transcripts could occur
through mitochondriatonucleus signalling referred to as retro
grade communication [58,59] and could induce an increase in
mitochondrial ROS. It is assumed that plants can induce mito
chondrial AOX activity to prevent ROS overgeneration by lowering
the ubiquinone reduction level [60,61], thus reducing redox stress
and ROS accumulation [62]. An early superoxide burst in the



Fig. 7. Possible pathways induced by DON and leading to cell death of BY2 cells.

mitochondrial matrix preceding the HR has been reported to be
due to a coordinated response of AOX [63,64]. Consistently, down
regulation of AOX level, either via inhibitors or via transgenic
approaches, has been reported to cause an increase in ROS produc
tion [65] and stimulate PCD [66], while overexpression of Aox1 has
been shown to decrease PCD [42]. The partial recovery Aox1 trans
cripts observed 2 h after DON treatment could be related to the
20% of surviving cells. Several studies show that AOX is involved
subsequently to mitochondrial electrontransport chain dysfunc
tion, and cells that are incapable of inducing AOX initiate a cell
death response [64,67,68]. Accordingly, pretreatment of BY2 cells
with pharmacological inhibitors found to affect ROS generation,
ion channel activations, or mitochondrial dysfunction, induced a
recovery of Aox1 transcripts (Supplemental Fig. S5).

The DONinduced PCD was also preceded by cell shrinkage
correlated to the delayed activation of anion and outward recti
fying K+ channels (KORC) by DON. The activation of anion channels
appears important since the anion channel blockers 9AC decreased
the DONinduced PM depolarization, anion channel increase, cell
shrinkage and death. Pretreatment of cells with 9AC also reduced
the DONinduced O2

− production (Supplemental Fig. S6). The anion
channel activation could amplify the DON signal by activating a
NADPHoxidase and participate in the 2nd phase of ROS generation,
as already described in plant [69] and animal cells [70]. Although a
little delayed, the activation of KORC also seemed important since
the channel blockers TEA± and CsCl also reduced the DONinduced
KORC, cell shrinkage and death. It is noteworthy that anion currents
as well as KORC could be activated in response to ROS [20]. This
delayed increase in KORC could also be evoked to counterbalance
the depolarization of PM mediated by DONinduced anion current,

allowing a partial repolarization of cells by tending to clamp Vm 
at EK [71]. However, a combined efflux of anions and K+ would 
drive water efflux, leading to cell shrinkage. In various mammalian 
cell types, apoptosis volume decrease (AVD), which is mediated
by water loss caused by activation of anion channels and KORCs, 
is an early prerequisite for apoptotic events including cell shrink
age, ultimately leading to PCD [43]. More surprisingly, the lack 
of intracellular Ca2+ variations and the failure of La+3 to reduce 
death suggest that DONinduced death of BY2 cells is not calcium
mediated. Although Ca2+ influx is frequently associated with plant 
response and cell death [72], calciumindependent pathways have 
already been reported in biotic and abioticstressinduced BY2 cell 
death [17,73].

When considering the kinetics of the events recorded in the 
present work, mitochondrial dysfunction, possibly through ROS 
generation due to decrease in AOX activity, seems to be one of 
the earliest major factors leading to DONinduced PCD (Fig. 7). 
Mitochondrial dysfunction in plants can both be caused by ROS 
production and result in ROS production [58]. From our data, it is 
difficult to know if ROS generation through NADPHoxidase par
ticipates in mitochondrial dysfunction or constitutes a parallel ROS 
generation pathway. It is noteworthy that the presence of different 
kinds of ROS and different sites of ROS production makes under
standing the ROS signalling network very difficult, notably during 
PCD [50]. Further studies are needed to unravel this question. How
ever, as in animals, PTP opening in plants is proposed to allow 
releasing factors that trigger PCD [37] and it seems that the ROS 
generation could induce a second pathway involving ion channel
activations leading to cell shrinkage and finally death (Fig. 7).
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